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  KEY DEFINITIONS  
Repeated terms and organisational acronyms used throughout this 
report are defined for clarity as follows:
MC - Marrickville Council
LGA - Local Government Area
SGSS - Sydenham Green Skate Space
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01 INTRODUCTION
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YOUTH INCLUSIVE 
PUBLIC SPACE

 BACKGROUND 
The Sydenham Green Skate Space (SGSS) is being developed as a 
unique, iconic and site responsive multi-purpose, multi-generational 
facility that aims to complement the existing uses and facilities of the 
Marrickville recreational precinct and proposed master plan.  This 
facility will be the central social hub for the youth and the broader 
community of Marrickville and wider Sydney city region.

The following report undertakes an analysis of the conditions acting 
upon the site and identifies opportunities and constraints to be 
enhanced or mitigated to inform the design outcome of the SGSS. This 
strategic approach defines an informed conceptual response and design 
for the current community demand and future community needs.
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SYDENHAM TRAIN STATION

COUNCIL ARTIST STUDIOS

PROPOSED SYDENHAM 
GREEN SKATE SPACE

FRASER PARK

TILLMAN PARK

COMMUNITY SHOPS

INTRODUCTION

  UNDERSTANDING SITE CONTEXT  
The location of the site designated for the SGSS forms part of the 
Marrickville Council master plan for the redevelopment and activation 
of the precinct.  The prospective site presents an opportunity for the 
Marrickville Council to develop a skate facility in a vestige of unused 
space.  Easily accessible by vehicle and public transport, the space is 
available to all demographics and provides the opportunity to lift the 
public profile of youth.

Historically, the site was established with 14 residential homes.  Due 
to the impact of busy flight paths overhead, these were demolished as 
the living conditions were deemed unfit for residential purposes.  Today, 
the site exists as an informal open space bordered by the remnants of 
its residential past and scattered with various tree species.  The space 
forms part of the existing Sydenham Green precinct including basketball 
courts, artist studios, a fitness park and other public parkland space.

The Sydenham Green master plan outlines future amenities such as 
further car parking, development of the existing basketball courts, 
community gardens, playground, toilet, off leash dog area, BBQ areas, 
tree planting and increased open green space.

With the existing features and proposed development of the site, the 
facility will create a dynamic and activated central community hub 
to offer recreational and social experiences for all members of the 
community, from day to day usage to larger community events. As one 
of the foremost skate spaces within the area it will be a strategic public 
realm hub for Marrickville and its wider community.
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EXISTING SKATE PROVISION

ROCKDALE SKATE PARK

BONDI SKATE PARK

WATERLOO FERNSIDE SKATE PARK

RUSSEL CROWE PLAZA

SURRY HILLS BOWL

3 KM 4 KM 5 KM 6 KM 7 KM + 3 KM

ANNANDALE SKATE PARK

FIVE DOCK BOWLS

SUMMER HILL SKATE PARK

DULWICH HILL SKATE PARK PROPOSED SYDENHAM 
GREEN SKATE SPACE

  UNDERSTANDING SKATE CONTEXT  
The skate and action wheel sport scene is deep rooted across greater 
Sydney and wider NSW. While many skate facilities have a number of 
similar features, due to their diversity of use it is important to undertake 
a study of parks within a close proximity of the proposed facility. This 
helps develop the typology of the proposed facility while identifying 
possible gaps in provision within the local skate parks.

As a result of this study a design can be developed for the SGSS that 
further enriches and is complementary to the existing surrounding 
skate park network creating a unique new facility.

02
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EXISTING SKATE PROVISION

Continued...

1. 2.

4.3.

  SURROUNDING SKATE FACILITIES  
There are a number of skate facilities within a 10km radius of the 
SGSS. These include:

1. Dulwich Hill Skate Park - (11 minute drive) Dulwich Hill offers 
an older style combination style facility with predominantly used 
by BMX. The facility had a small street style extension in 2014.

2. Waterloo Fernside Skate Park - (12 minutes drive) Waterloo is 
a street orientated skate plaza offering lots of blocks, ledges 
and rails amongst many other street features. A mini ramp 
was recently constructed at the facility. The facility is Sydney’s 
premier street style park and hosts the majority of street style 
demo’s and events in Sydney.  

3. Summer Hill Skate Park - (14 Minutes) Consists of prefabricated 
skate features bolted onto a concrete slab with quarter pipes, 
fun box and a rail.  The skate facility is lit until 10pm. This old 
style facility does not cater to current user trends.

4. Annandale Skate Park - (16 minutes drive) Annandale has a 
series of prefabricated quarters that make up mini ramps and 
a small fun box. This old style facility does not cater to current 
user trends.
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5. 6.

8.7.

5. Russel Crowe Plaza - (17 minute drive) A small street 
orientated skate plaza.  Russel Crowe Plaza offers manual 
pads and ledges but is fairly limited in skate provision or skill 
development.

6. Rockdale Skate Park - (13 minutes drive) Transition 
orientated skate facility featuring lots of hips and banks as 
well as two open bowls, one of which is bigger than the 
other.

7. Surry Hills Bowl - (21 Minutes drive) Small 2ft bowl with 
tight transitions.  Suitable for beginners and intermediate 
users.  

8. Five Dock Bowls - (23 minutes drive)  Sitting alongside an 
old bowl that has been there for many years, the newer 
bowls range from 5 to 8ft and features a spine and love 
seat.  The bowls offer numerous different lines as well as an 
improved snake run and a small street course. Many touring 
professional skateboarders stop by this facility to skate the 
larger transition.

EXISTING SKATE PROVISION
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03 SITE ANALYSIS

SITE FEATURES

  HISTORICAL RESIDENTIAL  
  LOTS

  WIDER INCLUSIONS OF  
  PRECINCT MASTER PLAN

  COPTIC CHURCH

  STONE VILLA ARTIST  
  STUDIOS

  HERITAGE RESIDENTIAL  
  WALLS

  FLIGHT PATH
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  SITE FEATURES  
The Sydenham Green Skate Space forms an integral part of the 
proposed development of the area, its existing conditions offer 
numerous cultural landmarks and reflect on the past residential use of 
the site.

Engagement, research and celebration of these existing features 
throughout the design process will further develop the unique identity of 
the space without neglecting its unique history and heritage.
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SITE ANALYSIS

CIRCULATION

  PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

  PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

  VEHICLE MOVEMENT

  

  CIRCULATION  
With its proximity to the wider precinct and local community shops, the 
site will become an integral part for the activation of the precinct. At 
the completion of the redevelopment of the area, the four areas of the 
precinct will be seperated by roads.  

Due to the division of the site by roads, the site is safely accessible for 
pedestrians by crossing at the intersection of Railway Road and Henry 
Street.  This intersection forms the predominant connection between all 
areas of the precinct making the North West corner of the site the most 
accessible and frequented point of the SGSS.

These key circulation pathways, and remaining connections / entrances 
are derived from the intersection of main pedestrian movements.  
These same key pathways around and through the site are considered 
when designing the space, its form and functionality. 
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VISUAL CONNECTIONS
  
  INTERNAL VIEWS

  
  EXTERNAL VIEWS

  VISUAL CONNECTIONS  
It is essential for the design of any youth facility to allow for and 
encourage clear views into, across, from and through the site.  

This promotes passive and natural surveillance for the space and 
discourages anti-social behaviour.  There are a number of vantage 
points into and out of the site that allow these effects to take place, 
particularly at the highpoint on the north eastern corner.  Key views are 
to be maintained and enhanced or added to throughout the conceptual 
development phase.  

SITE ANALYSIS
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SITE ANALYSIS
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ASPECT AND TOPOGRAPHY

  1M CONTOURS

  GRADE DIRECTION

  ASPECT AND TOPOGRAPHY  
The site grades from its highest point on the north east of the site 
along Railway Lane, to the south west at a general nominal fall of 
1:14.  Overland flow and subsurface drainage falls from this high point 
towards Railway road and Henry street.

The design of the new facility will allow for this overland flow to 
continue its natural path and ensure that any areas susceptible to water 
pooling are drained through sub-surface drains to ensure the skate 
surface is free from pooling. RAILWAY LANE
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SITE ANALYSIS

SITE VEGETATION
  

  TREES & VEGETATION

  EXISTING SITE VEGETATION  
There are a number of tree species located within the site.  Where 
possible, these trees will remain unaffected by the development of the 
skate facility.  A small number of these trees may have to be removed 
in order to improve functionality, passive surveillance into the site and 
increase the safety of its users.  Although the existing trees appear to 
be in good health, they will be pruned and cleaned of overgrowth in 
order to be harmoniously integrated in the new Sydenham Green Skate 
Space and capture shading opportunities and aesthetic appeal they 
provide. RAILWAY LANE
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ACTIVITY LEVELS

  HIGH

  MEDIUM

  LOW

  EDGE CONDITIONS  
Bound by roads with varying traffic capacity, each side of the site 
is privy to different activity levels.  Henry Street to the north west 
consists of both vehicular traffic as well as transient pedestrians of 
the park and its sidewalks.  Railway Lane to the north east has minor 
foot and vehicular traffic while Railway Road is used by large volumes 
of vehicles, as it forms the main connection to Marrickville from 
the Princes Highway as well as connecting the site with Sydenham 
Railway Station.  Frequented by shoppers, Railway Road remains 
activated throughout the day and is very busy.  The specific aspects of 
Railway Road will be considered through the design process to ensure 
pedestrian and wheel sport activities are at a safe distance from the 
busy road.

SITE ANALYSIS
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  CPTED & SAFETY CONDITIONS  
Crimes against people and property occur within the urban 
environments of cities and towns.  Therefore, the fundamental idea of 
CPTED is that it is possible to use knowledge and creativity to design 
built environments in ways that mitigate or prevent the incidence of 
such crime.

The heavy vehicle use on Railway Road creates an increased safety 
concern along the south west boundary. Henry Street and Railway 
Lane form the north and north west boundaries of the site and have 
lighter vehicle use than Railway Road. However they will be taken into 
consideration through design phases.  

There are a number of identified areas within the site that are 
considered hidden or danger areas.  These areas typically are behind 
high understorey planting, building corners or quiet laneways easily 
accessible to pedestrians. Key principles to mitigate these areas include:

Activation - community events within the space.
Seeing and being seen - increasing passive and active surveillance.
Hidden spaces - avoiding the inclusion of these in the proposed design.
Safety - mitigating unsafe areas through creative design resolutions.

SITE ANALYSIS
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CONCEPTUAL IDEATION04

HISTORIC CONTEXT

The theme to the design is developed around the historic site context and previous land use, 
originally zoned residential with 14 houses located within the block that have now been demolished 
due to the flight path.  The original brick and block work front walls, letter boxes and entry paths 
still remain as a reminder of the iconic presence and historic significance to the identity of the site.  
This thematic layer has been sewn though the design ideation: reintroducing the ‘Back Yard’ and 
elements of the Victorian housing units and properties that once existed.

THE ‘SECRET GARDEN’ AND LINEAR SKATE
A 10m green buffer zone has been created along Railway Road to allow a set back from the busy 
street to separate vehicular traffic from different forms of recreation. This takes shape in the form 
of a ‘Secret Garden’.  Existing brick and block walls are retained and refurbished and reinstated 
where required.  Residential garden plant species are reintroduced to create vibrant flowering 
mass planting with moments of enclosure and exposure to the busy street.
Taking advantage of the relatively flat topography and long site, a linear skate layout is programed 
into the space to create an 80m long continuous skate line, unique within the Sydney region.
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CONCEPTUAL IDEATION

REINSTATE THE BACK GARDEN

It is integral the existing landscape context is considered in the layout of the proposed facility to 
ensure the best community outcome.  An important consideration is to key into the afternoon 
shade amenity provided by retaining existing trees where possible.  ‘Back Yard’ garden pods have 
then been strategically located within the skate with reintroduced low growing fruit trees such as 
Olive, Apple and Lemon and low dense ground covers.  A sculptural ‘lawn area’ is located to the 
North East of the site and provides informal seating and shaded picnic area, optimising the existing 
topography to view the greater activation area.

NEW ACTIVE SKATE PROGRAM

The majority of results from the community design workshop and group discussion centred around 
creating a skate style that included “a bit of everything” (not biased to street or transition style).  Another 
key point was that it allowed for progression of skill from beginner to advanced users and catered for 
all user styles.  The main layout of the skate area is centred around creating a continuous flowing loop, 
this then has been overlaid with ‘flow’ style features on the North Eastern side of the facility and ‘Street 
and Plaza’ style features on the South West.  Within this, several pockets of skate start to develop thus 
creating a larger capacity of users that may ride at once.  A tight pool style bowl of intermediate skill level 
has been included to tie into the ‘back yard’ theme of the facility.  This creates a space that can be utilised 
separately from the other areas of the facility and provides a specific and unique bowl within the greater 
Sydney area.

Bowl

Flow

Street
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CONNECTIONS AND AMENITY

Main pedestrian connections are overlaid with the primary path being set back 10m from railway 
road and the ‘Secret Garden’ planting, creating a buffer from the busy street.  Another pathway 
connects the public toilet facility across Henry Street to the proposed parking along Railway Lane.  
Secondary intermittent informal links are created using stepping stones and arbours through 
the secret garden area to expose exciting glimpses of the new skate space from Railway Road.  
Amenity items are then located stratgically across the site.  A ‘back deck’ area with shelter and 
seating run east / west across the top of the sculptural lawn with a view out, over the whole 
facility.  Gateway features create an exciting entry to the space and add to the identity of the new 
youth facility.

MATERIALS AND THEMING
A dynamic and engaging art strategy is interpreted and overlaid. The cadastral boundaries have 
been interpreted through pavers to divide the skate space into sections.  A numbering system is 
then overlaid to reflect the house number of each block with each number having a different font to 
represent and reflect the unique character of each properties past. These add an element of fun to 
signage and individual spaces and act as identifiers for meeting friends or referring back to a trick 
landed; “I can skate every feature in number 41!”  Features such as brick work and timber relate to 
the historical materials used in the residential properties and provides a subtle identity to the space 
through material change.

47
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39
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27 25

23

CONCEPTUAL IDEATION
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 CONCEPT IDEATION 
The concept ideation reflects back to the historic landuse of 
the site and the residents that were displaced due to the airport 
and flights paths.  The idea is to reinterpret the character of the 
‘backyard’ landscape that each individual property may have had 
and the little slice of personal paradise that goes with the idea of 
the ‘Aussie backyard’.  Ideas include: 

• Back lawn and shady picnic areas. 
• The backyard pool that can be interpreted through the skate 

bowl style.
• Secret garden buffer planting at the front of the site that 

brings back the front yard.  Flowering plant species will 
provide mass planting and give exciting glimpses of the active 
area behind.

• Numbering and way finding links back to the letterbox 
numbers of each household and is interpreted through 
unique and different fonts.

• Materials such as brick and pavers similar to those used in 
the heritage walls that remain today.

• Back yard clusters of low growing fruit trees such as apple, 
lemon and olive trees can be found in pockets through 
the skate space and provide shade, colour and a unique 
landscape element within the skate space.

• The barber shop ‘candy cane’ signage links to local 
community shops with the idea of local business and service 
and to the Victorian architecture of the area and the buildings 
that were demolished.  This has been interpreted through the 
skate features and furniture within the facility.

CONCEPTUAL IDEATION
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LAYOUT PLAN

scale 1:300 @ A3

 LEGEND 
SKATE WORKS

Flat Bank Jersey Barrier

Pole Jam

250H Manual Pad

900H Quarter Pipe

450H Planter Ledge

350H Mogul

Mellow Hip With Rail

360H Roll Over

750H Tight Spine

400H Garden Gap Ledge

400H Flat Round Bar

Angled Multi-Functional Ledge

A-Frame 500H Flat Bar

A-Frame 500H Hubba

600H China Bank

Hip To 3M High Wall Ride

450H Out Rail

450H Hubba

1M High Quarter & Doorway

1200H End - Tight Kidney Bowl

1800H End - Tight Kidney Bowl
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LANDSCAPE PLAN

scale 1:300 @ A3
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R A I L W A Y   L A N E

 LEGEND 
LANDSCAPE WORKS

Entry Sign

Gateway Feature

Diverted Pedestrian Path

Secret Garden Primary Gateways

Secondary Entry Points

‘Secret Garden’ Buffer Planting

‘Back Yard Garden Pods’

Sculptural Turf Seating Bank

Shade Trees

Viewing Deck and Terrace

Rubbish Bin

Drinking Fountain

Bench Seating

Pedestrian Connection Path

Shade Shelter

Potential Activation Zone

Playful Stepping Stones 

Art Interpretation

Entry Planting
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MASTER PLAN CONTEXT

 LEGEND 
MASTER PLAN

Play Area

Pedestrian Foot Path

Exercise Area

Toilet Block

Open Green Space

Basketball Courts

Proposed Car Parks

Skate Space

Former Coptic Church

Council Art Studios

Future SES Site
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PERSPECTIVE 
OVERVIEW
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PERSPECTIVE 1
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PERSPECTIVE 2
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PERSPECTIVE 3
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PERSPECTIVE 4
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 SECRET GARDEN 
The iconic heritage walls that front Railway Road are to be refurbished, 
where possible and replaced where required with further engineering 
inspection and assesment.  This will then be reinterpreted as bringing 
back the front garden and the idea of a dense ‘secret garden’ that 
provides a 10m safety buffer of planting from the busy railway road.  
Informal entrances with arbors will intermittently cut through the 
garden into the skate space and provide an exciting glimpse of the 
active space behind, drawing pedestrians from the busy street into the 
space.

LANDSCAPE PRINCIPLES06
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 BACK YARD PODS 
The back yard has been interpreted as garden pods within the skate 
space.  This brings a realistic urban street feel to the skate plaza with 
garden beds that break up the concrete mass with areas of green.  Low 
growing fruit tree species such as apple, olive and lemon will be planted 
in clusters with hardy dense ground covers below such as Boston Ivy; 
tolerant to damage inflicted by potential skateboards flying out. 

LANDSCAPE PRINCIPLES
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 DIVERTED PEDESTRIAN PATH  
The pedestrian footpath along Railway Road has been diverted back 
10m behind the secret garden planting buffer.  Gateway entry features 
invite pedestrians to leave the busy street and enjoy the view of the 
active skate space at a safe and comfortable distance from the skate 
edge.  Paving strips along the path subtly mark the cadastral boundary 
of the past landuse.

LANDSCAPE PRINCIPLES
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 SCULPTURAL LAWN 
The back lawn is iconic within the “Aussie backyard“ for having a picnic 
or hitting a cricket ball with friends and family. A sculptural graded 
‘lawn area’ is located to the North East of the site and provides informal 
seating and shaded picnic area optimising the existing topography to 
view the whole activation area. Deciduous shade trees line the back of 
the lawn providing shade in summer and being sun washed through 
winter.

LANDSCAPE PRINCIPLES
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07 MATERIAL PALETTE

  MATERIAL PALETTE:  
1.  Coloured Concrete
2. Stamped Concrete Brick Work
3. Paving Strips
4. Stamped Concrete Brick Work
5. Pool Coping
6. Stained Concrete Artwork
7. Timber Decking
8. Letter box Numbering
9. Letter box Numbering
10. Corten
11. Striped ‘Barbershop’ paint
12. Stepping Stones
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FURNITURE 

  FURNITURE:  
1. Drinking Fountain
2. Rubbish Bin
3. Rubbish Bin
4. Corten Shade Shelter
5. I-Beam Shade Shelter
6. Truss Shade Shelter
7. Concrete Bench Seat
8. Entry Feature
9. Garden Arbour
10. Skate Safety Signage
11. Branding Signage
12. Outdoor Ping Pong
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 MOVING FORWARD 
Upon Council endorsement of the draft concept design, a community 
review consultation workshop will be held. As well as creating a truly 
relevant design, this review will ensure the final concept design reflects 
community needs, user requirements and the overall project vision. This 
continued involvement connects the community with the project design 
process and ultimately creates a vested interest in the final outcome. 
This engenders community pride and ownership in both the process 
and the public facility, creating a strong sense of stewardship for the 
community’s public spaces.  

08 CONCLUSION
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